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GEOLOGIC EVIDEBCE SUPPORTIIG AW EIDOGEWIC ORIGIW FOR THE 
MARTIAW CRUSTAL DICHOTOWY; George E. McGill, Department of Geology and 
Geography, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003. 

The division of Mars into two contrasting topographic regions -- a northern 
lowland third and a southern upland two-thirds -- is most likely related to a 
major difference in thickness of crust. Explanations for this thickness 
difference include: initial crustal inhomogeneity (11, subcrustal erosion by a 
global-scale convection current (2), and large impacts (3,4). All of these 
hypotheses except subcrustal erosion require a primordial origin for the 
dichotomy; obviously so for initial crustal inhomogeneity, but true also for 
large impacts because the buried surface of the northern lowlands carries a 
crater population comparable to that of the ancient surface of the southern 
uplands and thus could not have been destroyed by very large impacts at any time 
following the end of the primordial bombardment phase of solar-system history. 

As pointed out by (21, the -3  km average elevation difference between 
northern lowland and southern upland implies that a very large volume of crustal 
materials must be transported out of the northern lowland and distributed 
elsewhere (unless, of course, the dichotomy is an initial characteristic of the 
crust). Using s'mple buoyancy equations and densities of crust and mantle of 3 3.0 and 3.5 g/cm (5 1 ,  a 3 km elevation difference implies a 21 km difference 
in thickness of crust. The northern lowlapd is '36% of the surface of Mars; thus 

9 3 '1.1 x 10 km of crustal materials must be displaced. This volume cannot be 
changed more than about 20% by adjusting crust and mantle densities or area of 
northern lowland within reasonable limits. The ejecta blanket of a single mega- 
impact basin must average -19 km in thickness to account for the displaced 
volume; hence the added thickness immediately adjacent to the lowland would be 
much greater than 19 km. This represents significant local thickening that 
should be detectable. Substituting several large basins for one giant one (4) 
results in retention of displaced crust even closer to (and also within11 the 
lowland, yielding a global-scale topography distinctly unlike that observed 
(large basins clearly are present in the northern lowland, but they are 
responsible for second-order topography, not the global lowland/highland 
dichotomy). 

Three types of geological evidence suggest that the martian crustal 
dichotomy is due to some endogenic cause acting after the end of primordial 
bombardment: 1) abundant fractures associated with the northern lowland and the 
dichotomy boundary, many demonstrably late Noachian or early ~esperian in age; 
2 )  peak igneous activity in late Noachian or early Hesperian; and 3) the sequence 
of stratigraphic units partially filling the lowland includes nothing older than 
early Hesperian. 

The ancient surface flooring the northern lowland has been severely 
fractured and eroded, with most crater rims surviving only as rings or arcs of 
knobs. Counts of all craters superposed on this knobby terrain provide good 
ages for the termination of the knob-forming process because unmodified craters 
would begin to accumulate as soon as knob formation ceased. Fracturing 
responsible for knobs terminated in late Noachian (6); when it began cannot be 
well constrained. Furthermore, the presence of knob rings as small as 10-20 km 
in diameter in many parts of the northern lowland eliminates any possibility of 
significant erosional stripping of northern lowland crust after late Noachian. 
Younger than the knob-forming fracturing event are the major fractures and faults 
forming local scarps and fretted terrain along the dichotomy boundary. These 
fractures and faults cross-cut depositional and erosional plateau surfaces of 
late Noachian to early Hesperian age ( 7 , 8 ) ,  and thus cannot be older than late 
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Noachian. Because there can be no significant post-late Noachian erosional 
stripping of the northern lowland crust, scarps and fretted terrain represent 
the original position of the dichotomy boundary, hence it is difficult to escape 
the conclusion that the dichotomy itself must also be of late Noachian or younger 
age. Ages of northern plains materials embaying the boundary and surrounding 
fretted plateau remnants locally constrain the age of boundary faulting to no 
younger than early Hesperian (7). 

Estimates of the surface area of volcanics as a function of age indicate 
that volcanic activity peaked in late Noachian and early Hesperian (9,101, 
indicating that heat loss reached a maximum 1-2 GA after Mars formed. A recent 
model relating a number of geological events and materials to massive sill 
intrusion in the early Hesperian provides additional support (11). The maximum 
in heat loss coincides in time with the fracturing and resurfacing events that 
characterize the tectonic hist&ry of the northern lowland. 

The most likely time of formation of the lowland is thus late Noachian to 
early Hesperian. If true, an origin by impact is impossible. The associated 
heat-loss maximum suggests that the underlying cause is probably long-lived 
plumes or large-scale convection in the mantle, perhaps related to slow, non- 
catastrophic core formation (12). The lowland is envisaged as centered over a 
huge thermal plume or the rising limb of a large convection cell. Ductile 
thinning of the lower crust results from 'radial horizontal flow. The extensive 
fracturing responsible for knobby terrain and for boundary scarps and fretted 
terrain suggests a large-scale, pervasive extensional stress regime, such as 
might occur in surface rocks overlying a crust that is being ductilely extended 
at depth. 

However, the problem of displaced volume is still with us. Ductile 
extension of the crust implies either an increase in surface area in the northern 
lowland, or transport of lowland crust laterally beneath adjacent upland crust. 
Increase in surface area cannot be a major contributor because the implied 
planetary expansion is totally unreasonable. Underthrusting of thinned lowland 
crust beneath adjacent upland crust produces an annulus of thickened crust around 
the lowland. The width of the annulus and the amount of thickening vary with 
assumed initial crustal thickness, but the numbers are roughly similar to those 
for the ejecta bla~ket of a single mega-impact basin. A near-global redistri- 
bution of displaced lowland crust will produce crustal thickening of less than 
10 km. How this might occur is not clear, but it is at least possible with an 
endogenic process, whereas it is not possible with an exogenic process. 
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